Development of new Shopify
Case
Plus Website
Study
Your knowledgeable team provided us with expert assistance and kept us
informed every step of the way in the development of our new site. They were
very responsive to our requests, and provided daily updates to the status of
the project.
We were impressed that you were even able to create custom solutions for
some of our needs and always supplied options for us to choose from based
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on our need and budget. Due to your diligent work and effective
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and on budget.

communication along the way we were able to complete our project on time

This has been our best experience working with an overseas development
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team and based on that, we would not only recommend you to others but we
also look forward to working with you on future projects.

www.hairmax.com

Co-Founder/Managing Director
David Michaels

Location :
Boca Raton, Florida, USA

Industry :
Health and Wellness

It was (and is) a pleasure to work with you and your team.We learned many
things along the way as well.You absolutely exceeded our expectations with
regard to your responsiveness
and attention to detail.We appreciate the hard work and knowledge from you

Customer Profile :

and your team and look forward to working together again as we further
develop this site and possibly on future projects.

HairMax is recognized as the
pioneer of at-home hair

Web & Graphic Designer
Brian Rivera

regrowth technology and the
undisputed global leader in the
field.

Highlights
Complete website was

The Problem
Client wanted to do a major transformation for their Shopify Plus website
and were looking for a trusted overseas partner who can take up the
challenge and deliver the right solution in given timelines.

revamped by redesigning
and adding new
functionalities.
Complete customization

The Solution
Once client approved our proposal, we started working on this project.

was done for home page,

There were daily status reports and daily calls between both the teams.

products, collections, menu,

All complex customization were done by highly experienced offshore team.

cart, checkout pages and

Multiple out of the box modules were created.

other components.
Total 12 man months effort
was spent on this website.

We have in-fact created changes in the original themes as well to cater to
some complex requirements.

Lot of complex
customization and addition
to themes were done.
Client is highly impressed
with our expertise and
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efforts.
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